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7 Best Online Stores To Buy Premium Tees
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While a t-shirt can be one of the most casual things to wear, it turns into a stylish and fashionable
item when made of high-quality materials and designed to fit you well.
Pair it with nice slacks, a blazer or even a suit, and you’re ready for almost anything!
However, it can get a little overwhelming to sift through the endless brands, shops, and online
stores to find that perfect tee, so we did it for you.
Here are the 7 best online stores to buy premium tees. All you need to do is choose your favourite!
James Perse
For the last 30 years, James Perse has been one of the leading upscale loungewear brands out there,
and their T-shirts are one of their best-selling items! Why? Because they’re super versatile, stylish
and work for both a casual weekend with friends and an upscale cocktail partly on someone’s boat.
James Pears offers V-necks, crewnecks and Henleys in endless colours and styles, and they’re
especially proud of their luxurious jersey fabric that makes the tees irresistible. You know when a
t-shirt is comfortable yet not too tight? Well, it’s just like that.
Fresh Clean Tees
Fresh Clean Tees stand out from the crowd with their great t-shirt design that feels and looks good
but is also affordable. These comfortable tees quickly become everyone’s favourite for most
occasions because they’re just so cozy and super stylish.
The fabric they use is soft, stretchy, and keeps the shape very well even after multiple washes.
With the best quality t-shirts by FreshCleanTees, you can choose from V-necks, crewnecks, Polos
and Henleys, and they come in an array of great colours that you won’t find anywhere else.
Calvin Klein
Calvin Klein is an institution for undershirts and other basic wear, and their quality is amazing. If
you need something to wear as an undergarment, opt for their affordable packs of cotton crewnecks
(we love the classic white ones).
If you’re looking for a tee to wear on its own or paired with your button ups or blazers, check out
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Calvin Klein’s ribbed or regular cotton t-shirts from their sustainable line. Each season the brand
adds new colours and styles, so you’ll definitely find something you truly like.
Brooklinen loungewear
If you’re thinking, “what does a linen company has to do with t-shirts” the answer is – a lot.
Brooklinen is known for their high-quality sheets, but they also have some comfortable and highquality loungewear, including tees.
The fabric is super soft, the fit looks great on anyone, and they don’t have those annoying itchy
labels at the neck!
Sunspel
If you’re into heritage brands, you need to check Sunspel out. This high-end English company
offers some incredible classic cotton-jersey tees that stood the test of time (the production started
in the 1900s!) and look super stylish even if paired with some basic jeans.
What makes Sunspel stand out is also the luxury Pima cotton they use for their tees. The t-shirts
come in endless colours are very soft and comfortable.
J.Crew
J. Crew has a ton of great clothing, and t-shirts are among them. They offer some great styles,
including the fan-favourite “Broken in Tee” in amazing earthy, faded colours from brown to green
to off white. When it comes to style, you can pick whatever you like best, from slim to baggy.
The “Broken in Tee” feels like your favourite tee from college but looks nothing like it (which is a
good thing).
Besides this tee, you can choose one of the garment-dyed slub cotton long sleeves, crewnecks, Vnecks or Henley in various colours and graphics. The colours are rich and get a unique fade with
time.
Mack Weldon
We love 100% Pima cotton tees, and the Mack Weldon brand has just the perfect one to be worn
every day and with almost anything.
The tees are very soft, come in 15 colours and a few styles. Grab at least one for each day of the
week to pair with cardigans, blazers or simply hang out at home.
Besides the Pima cotton tees, the brand also offers its own DRYKNIT fabric, which is 100% cotton
jersey, enhanced with patented TransDRY® technology. These don’t look like athletic tees but
have the superior performance of one.
Photo by Parker Burchfield on Unsplash
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You can follow any responses to this entry through the Comments (RSS) feed. Both comments and
pings are currently closed.
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